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It's time to dust oﬀ your Darwin costume again: less than a month remains before Darwin Day 2017!
Colleges and universities, schools, libraries, museums, churches, civic groups, and just plain folks across
the country — and the world — are preparing to celebrate Darwin Day, on or around February 12, in
honor of the life and work of Charles Darwin. These events provide a marvelous opportunity not only to
celebrate Darwin's birthday but also to engage in public outreach about science, evolution, and the
importance of evolution education — which is especially needed with assaults on evolution education
already under way in state legislatures. NCSE encourages its members and friends to attend, participate
in, and even organize Darwin Day events in their own communities. To ﬁnd a local event, check the
websites of local universities and museums and the registry [4] of Darwin Day events maintained by the
Darwin Day Celebration website. (And don't forget to register [5] your own event with the Darwin Day
Celebration website!)
And with Darwin Day comes the return of Evolution Weekend [6]! Hundreds of congregations all over the
country and around the world are taking part in Evolution Weekend, February 10-12, 2017, by presenting
sermons and discussion groups on the compatibility of faith and science. Michael Zimmerman, the
initiator of the project, writes, "Evolution Weekend is an opportunity for serious discussion and reﬂection
on the relationship between religion and science. One important goal is to elevate the quality of the

discussion on this critical topic — to move beyond sound bites. A second critical goal is to demonstrate
that religious people from many faiths and locations understand that evolution is sound science and
poses no problems for their faith. Finally, as with The Clergy Letter itself, Evolution Weekend makes it
clear that those claiming that people must choose between religion and science are creating a false
dichotomy." At last count, 250 congregations in forty-three states (and seven foreign countries) were
scheduled [6] to hold Evolution Weekend events.
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